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Abstract

This paper examines the conflict of Constitutionally established state sovereignty and
disaster response primacy with the broad federal authority to respond proactively to
disasters. This paper examines the legal framework and historical examples that
undergird this conflict for Title X forces in disaster response. The author suggests a
decision-making framework to guide the federal government in determining when to
respond proactively to disasters with Title X forces. This framework consists of three
principles to inform a proactive federal response and eight disaster characteristics that
support a proactive federal response. The author concludes with four additional state
implications that the federal government should consider.

Delicate Balance: Title X Forces in DSCA Absent State Request
One could imagine a…catastrophic event [that] would require a…greater
role for the Department of Defense…we should define the circumstances
under which we will push resources to State[s]…absent a request.
—Frances Townsend1
On August 29, 2005, the most destructive natural disaster in U.S. history,
Hurricane Katrina, struck the U.S. Gulf Coast, affecting nearly 93,000 square miles
across multiple states in the process of claiming 1,330 lives, destroying 300,000 homes,
and causing almost $100 billion in property damage.2 Over the following months and
years, both the White House and U.S. Congress critically examined the federal
response to Katrina, finding many instances of heroic efforts as well as abject failures to
respond to the storm. One often repeated criticism was the reactive nature of the federal
response that waited upon a state request for support before initiating federal action.
“When all else fails, the federal government must do something, whether it’s formally
requested or not.”3 However, Congress’ frustration with the Katrina response highlights
the conflict between the states’ sovereignty and the federal government’s capabilities.
We agreed that Incidents of National Significance require a response on a
national scale. But we also agreed the devil is in the details…When can or
should the Stafford Act’s assumption that states will be able to “pull”
needed federal resources to meet their needs give way to the operational
imperative that federal agencies “push” assets to those who need them?4
The Congressional investigation recognized that the federal government must be
able to act in response to significant disasters, whether requested by the state or
not. While seemingly intuitive that the federal government should be proactive, possibly
even taking the lead in responding to some disasters, why is this not readily accepted
as the proper way to respond to disasters? What about U.S. law and/or history leads the
United States to favor state primacy in disaster response? Is there a place for the

federal government to act absent a state request in response to a disaster, whether
natural or manmade?
In October 2006, to address the above shortcomings of the federal response to
Hurricane Katrina, Congress passed Public Law 109-295, the Post-Katrina Emergency
Reform Act. This law granted the President the authority to “provide accelerated Federal
assistance and Federal support where necessary to save lives, prevent human
suffering, or mitigate severe damage, which may be provided in the absence of a
specific request.”5 While this language does address the need expressed by the House
Select Bipartisan Committee and the White House investigations, the Post-Katrina
Emergency Reform Act language does not contain guidance for implementing federal
assistance without state request. As Congress asked in its investigation, “What would
spur the kind of enhanced or heightened military role that some have been promoting in
the aftermath of Katrina? When would we pull that trigger?”6 Under what conditions
should the federal government use federal active duty military forces in disaster
response missions without state consent?
This paper will examine the historical and foundational basis for state primacy
over disaster response. Historical examples of instances of federal government
proactive response to disasters/incidents, as well as after action reviews of national
disaster exercises, provide guidelines for how the federal government should employ
federal active duty military (hereafter, “Title X”) forces to support disaster response
operations absent a state request for federal assistance.7 Specifically, the President
should employ Title X forces without state request after careful consideration according
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to a decision-making framework of eight disaster characteristics and three principles for
Title X force employment in disaster response.
Foundational Basis
The foundational basis for the use of Title X forces in the United States for
disaster response is rooted in the U.S. Constitution, as well as U.S. law, regulations,
and guidance. These documents establish both state sovereignty (with accompanying
primacy in disaster response) as well as the instances in which the federal government
has the authority to act without state consent. These documents grew out of a history
replete with examples of Title X forces responding to domestic incidents.
State Sovereignty
Several documents provide general provisions for the use of federal armed
forces in states. These include the U.S. Constitution, the National Response
Framework, and various Department of Defense publications. Each of these describes
state sovereignty and the resulting primacy of states in responding to disasters. These
documents form the basis for the long-standing U.S. tradition of the federal government
waiting for states to request federal assistance in disaster response.
Constitutional Authority
The U.S. Constitution provides the basis for federal forces’ role in American
society. The Constitution originally charged Congress “to provide for calling forth the
Militia to execute the Laws of the Union, suppress Insurrections and repel Invasions.” 8
Later, fearing that Congress would not be able to respond quickly enough to incidents,
the Militia Act of 1792 provided the President the authority to direct the militia to
suppress rebellions, as well as call upon militias of other states for the same purpose.
The U.S. Constitution further directs the federal government “to protect [the states]
3

against Invasion; and on Application of the Legislature, or of the Executive (when the
Legislature cannot be convened) against domestic Violence.”9 Finally, the U.S.
Constitution’s X Amendment empowers the states in all areas not specifically directed to
the federal government.10 President George Washington used the Militia Act authority in
1793 to call upon several state militias to suppress the Whiskey Rebellion.11
Thus, the U.S. Constitution forms three main conditions for Title X forces in
disaster response. First, the federal government may use federal forces in limited
instances within the United States. Second, the federal government must wait upon the
request of states (through either their legislatures or governors) before engaging in
certain operations within the United States. Third, disaster response is a state-lead
effort, since the Constitution does not specifically provide that power to the federal
government. These three aspects of the U.S. Constitution form the basic underlying
assumptions for all subsequent American thinking about disaster response.
National Response Framework
The National Response Framework (NRF), while not having the same authority
as law, incorporates the foundations of the U.S. Constitution and U.S. laws to provide a
doctrine for how the United States will respond to disasters of all types. Three main
concepts are central to American response culture as described in the NRF: Tiered
Response, Engaged Partnership, and Readiness to Act. With Tiered Response, the
NRF defines the American response culture as designed to handle all disasters at the
lowest level possible. The NRF expects that the lowest levels of government best
understand local requirements and unique aspects of each community. This concept
was on display in 2012 following Hurricane Isaac, when local Louisiana parishes led the
recovery efforts for their citizens.12 Engaged Partnership describes the concept that the
4

federal government is a partner with local and state governments to respond to
disasters, rather than being an authority over local or state governments. Finally,
Readiness to Act stresses that governments are “proactive…forward leaning” in their
response to disasters.13 This American response culture, and these three main
concepts in particular, permeate all of disaster response efforts throughout the United
States.
Department of Defense Publications
Department of Defense Directive (DoDD) 3025.18, Defense Support of Civil
Authorities (DSCA), is the capstone authority document for disaster response for the
Department of Defense (DoD). DoDD 3025.18 confirms the primacy of states in disaster
response and the requirement for the federal government to await support requests
from states prior to acting; “DSCA is initiated by a request for DoD assistance from civil
authorities or qualifying entities.”14 DoDD 3025.18 serves as the authority and basis for
all other DoD publications regarding disaster response, including Joint Publication 3-28,
Defense Support to Civil Authorities. JP 3-28 reinforces state primacy and DoD
responsive support directed in DoDD 3025.18, stating:
[Department of Defense] resources are provided only when response or
recovery requirements are beyond the capabilities of local, state, and
federal civil authorities, and when they are requested by a federal agency
with lead responsibility and approved by [the Secretary of Defense].15
Further DoD publications covering disaster response operations abide by the same
concept of state primacy and federal reactive response directed in DoDD 3025.18.
As with DoDD 3025.18, the U.S Constitution and the National Response
Framework proscribe state sovereignty and states’ primacy in disaster response.
Together, these documents describe the American tradition and culture of the federal
5

government only responding to states’ requests for federal disaster response
assistance.
Federal Authority
Despite the above requirements that the federal government only respond to
state requests for support, the federal government may act without a state request in
incident response in some limited circumstances. Several documents provide the
authority for this proactive federal assistance, which the federal government has used to
respond to a range of incidents throughout history. Early public law, the more recent
Stafford Act, the John Warner National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2007,
and the NRF’s Catastrophic Incident Annex all describe limited circumstances for
proactive federal assistance.
Early Public Law
Congress passed several laws very early in American history to define the
President’s authorities to use armed forces within the United States. U.S. Code best
summarizes the Militia Acts of 1792, the Militia Act of 1795, and the Insurrection Act of
1807.
Whenever the President considers that unlawful obstructions,
combinations, or assemblages, or rebellion against the authority of the
United States, make it impracticable to enforce the laws of the United
States in any State by the ordinary course of judicial proceedings, he may
call into Federal service such of the militia of any State, and use such of
the armed forces, as he considers necessary to enforce those laws or to
suppress the rebellion.16
Thus, the President may call upon the militia or federal armed forces to suppress
insurrection or enforce U.S. laws without first obtaining state consent or request.
Although rare in its application, Presidents have used this provision throughout
U.S. history. Two specific instances illustrate the President’s authority in these
6

circumstances. President Grover Cleveland directed the U.S. Army to Chicago
ostensibly to restore U.S. mail service and protect interstate commerce during the
Chicago Rail Strike of 1894. Despite objections of Illinois Governor John Altgeld,
President Cleveland did not need state consent before dispatching federal forces to
enforce U.S. laws.17 More recently, President John Kennedy issued an executive order
in 1962 to federalize the Mississippi National Guard to join 12,000 U.S. Army Soldiers to
enroll James Meredith at the University of Mississippi against the wishes of Mississippi
Governor Ross Barnett and thousands of rioting Mississippi citizens. While the Chicago
Rail Strike example was an instance of enforcing laws and suppressing rebellion, the
Mississippi example includes the added dimension of the President enforcing a federal
court order. Both examples point to the President’s authority for the expressed purposes
of enforcing laws and suppressing rebellion without state consent as authorized by
Congress since 1792.
The Stafford Act
The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act of 1974
(hereafter, the “Stafford Act”) addresses the President’s authority during disasters,
whether natural or manmade. As passed and later amended in 1988, the Stafford Act
authorized the President to use DoD resources only in response to a state request for
assistance. Further, the Stafford Act authorized the use of DoD resources for incident
response for a short duration only: “Such emergency work may only be carried out for a
period not to exceed 10 days.”18 Not until 2006, following Hurricane Katrina, would
Congress pass the Post-Katrina Emergency Reform Act to amend the Stafford Act and
grant authority for the President to employ federal resources absent a state request for
federal disaster response assistance.19
7

The Stafford Act, even with amendment, only authorizes Presidential action
absent a state request for support in very carefully defined circumstances. The federal
government may proactively respond to disasters for specific purposes only (“save lives,
prevent human suffering, or mitigate severe damage”).20 Further, when responding with
DoD assets without a state request, the federal government may only do so for a limited
duration (ten days). Thus, the Stafford Act does not grant unlimited authority to the
President to execute disaster response operations without a state request for support.
John Warner National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2007
In addition to revisions to the Stafford Act, Congress developed legislative
changes to resolve a perceived conflict between the President’s and the state
governors’ authorities to employ the National Guard following Hurricane Katrina.21 With
the John Warner National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal year 2007, Congress
changed the Insurrection Act of 1807 to provide the President the authority to mobilize
National Guard forces to suppress insurrection and respond to national emergencies
without the state governors’ consent. Specifically, the President was authorized to
mobilize the National Guard when “authorities of the State are incapable of maintaining
public order…[or] unable, fail, or refuse to protect [citizens’ Constitutional rights].”22
However, despite Congress’ intention to support governors with this legislation, the
Council of State Governments issued a 2007 resolution calling for the repeal of this new
Presidential authority. The governors opposed this change due to their perceived loss of
control of the National Guard and the subsequent fear of not being able to provide for
the safety of their citizens.23 Congress eventually recognized the governors’ concerns
and repealed the statutory changes the following year.24 While the back and forth nature
of this legislation left the original language of the Insurrection Act intact, this episode
8

does highlight the states’ passion in maintaining their primacy for emergency response
and public safety.
National Response Framework-Catastrophic Incident Annex
Issued in November 2008, the National Response Framework-Catastrophic
Incident Annex (NRF-CIA) provides an “overarching strategy for implementing and
coordinating an accelerated, proactive national response to a catastrophic incident,”
expecting federal agencies to respond “immediately…without any request from state or
local authorities.”25 While the NRF-CIA directs that federal agencies may begin
mobilizing and deploying to a disaster response without a state request for support,
federal resources must remain at a staging area and not begin conducting response
operations until the state submits a support request.26 Further, federal agencies
deployed without a state request may only begin conducting “life-safety” response
activities.27
While this proactive deployment is a new approach to some federal agencies, the
DoD has purposefully adopted this policy in preparation for significant events and ahead
of state requests for support. For instance, before the 1968 Democratic National
Convention, the federal government pre-positioned 6,200 Soldiers in Chicago, without a
request from the Illinois governor, in preparation for expected riots; the riots never
materialized. Similarly, from 1968-1973, the DoD would employ federal forces preemptively on several occasions, to include a 1970 Yale University demonstration, the
1972 Republican and Democratic National Conventions in Miami, and the 1973
Presidential Inauguration.28
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Special Circumstances
While laws and the NRF-CIA provide general circumstances for federal action
absent a state request, the federal government retains authority to provide disaster
response assistance without state request in two very special circumstances. The
federal government may proactively respond to hazardous substance events, and
federal commanders may invoke immediate response authority within their local areas.
U.S. Code Title 42, Section 9604 provides direction for the response to
hazardous substance, pollutants, or contaminant releases within the United States.
Using this authority, the President may respond to either the release or the “substantial
threat” of a release into the environment. Under this authority, the President may not
only assist local authorities, but may also conduct the actual removal or remediation of
the hazardous substance.29 Responding to hazardous substances could easily involve
the resources of several federal agencies, including the DoD.
As described in both the NRF and DoD documents, DoD installation
commanders do have limited immediate response authority to conduct DSCA
operations at the request of local communities without additional approval. 30
Commanders throughout U.S. history have responded to local requests for assistance,
but these proactive federal responses have been limited in scope (only encompassing
the resources which are readily at hand at the time of the disaster) and duration (only
for 72 hours after the initial response request).31 The best example of the immediate
response authority may be that of Major General Frederick Funston in 1906. Prior to
even receiving a request for military support from the mayor of San Francisco, Major
General Funston directed all U.S. military forces in the San Francisco region to respond
to the catastrophic earthquake of April 18, 1906. Forces under Major General Funston’s
10

direction fought fires, guarded buildings, and attempted to maintain order as part of the
overall response; for his immediate response efforts, Major General Funston still
appears on landmarks in San Francisco.32 Thus, while technically a federal proactive
response, the nature of immediate response authority does not conflict with the spirit of
the foundational basis for state primacy in disaster response.
U.S. law, regulations, and policy guidance all form the foundational and legal
basis for the use of Title X forces in the United States for disaster response. U.S. history
is full of examples of military forces responding to events within this foundation. These
foundational documents attempt to balance state sovereignty and primacy in disaster
response with the federal government’s authority to act without state request. However,
the above discussion clearly shows a friction regarding when and how Title X forces
may be used for disaster response in the United States without a state request.
Considerations for Title X Employment Absent State Request
With state sovereignty and primacy in disaster response outlined in the legal
foundation, the President’s proactive response authority under the Post-Katrina
Emergency Reform Act bears review. Under what circumstances should the federal
government take the lead with Title X forces in responding to a disaster?33 This question
merits examination in several aspects. The federal government should follow three
principles to guide the employment of Title X forces without state request. In addition, a
disaster should exhibit eight characteristics for Title X forces to respond without state
request. Finally, the federal government should consider the possible future
consequences and implications of employing Title X forces without state request. Taken
together, these three response principles and eight disaster characteristics form a
decision-making framework to guide the federal government’s decision to employ Title X
11

forces in DSCA operations absent a state request. Where possible, U.S. historical
examples will highlight the origin of these characteristics, principles, and consequences.
Principles
The federal government should consider three principles to guide the intended
federal response with Title X forces. The federal response should be without political
motive, the result of a deliberate decision-making process, and subjugated to state
primacy as soon as practicable.
The federal government should employ Title X forces in DSCA missions without
political motive or any vindictive purpose. The President’s authority to declare a major
disaster, with the associated financial benefits, is a powerful tool. A Presidential
administration may be tempted to use such a great tool for political ends, rather than the
altruistic ends originally intended in the framework documents. While data shows an
increase of disaster declarations (and reduced turndowns of requests for disaster
declarations) during Presidential election years, evidence does not support that disaster
declarations are a “political tool.”34
However, despite the evidence, popular perception may suspect a political
motive for declaring a major disaster. For instance, during the 1967 Detroit riots,
Michigan Governor George W. Romney, a potential Republican Presidential nominee,
requested Title X forces from Democratic President Lyndon B. Johnson. Before
approving Governor Romney’s request, President Johnson gave a midnight television
address, citing 12 times the failure of Governor Romney to ensure order. While not
conclusive, a political motive explains this unusual announcement.35
As the Detroit riot example illustrates, an emergency response, whether for a
disaster or civil disturbance, should not be a political decision nor should it be a
12

vindictive decision. The American public will see through attempts to use Presidential
authority for political gain. The American public will not benefit from any political
advantage achieved through such a decision. Instead, the federal government should
employ Title X forces in DSCA missions without any political motive.
The federal government should employ Title X forces in DSCA missions only
after adhering to a deliberate decision-making process. While seemingly intuitive, U.S.
history contains examples when federal forces responded domestically without even the
consent of the President. With repeated requests for Title X forces to settle the 19171918 Labor Disputes, War Department civilians and military officers made policy in
dispatching federal forces to support state requests.36 For instance, “in not one instance
between April 1917 and November 1918 did federal civil or military authorities follow
statutory procedures for summoning troops to aid civil authorities.”37 To combat this
tendency in the face of repeated disaster response assistance requests, the federal
government should maintain the current practice of the Secretary of Homeland Security
making a recommendation for a federal response to an emergency or disaster, with the
President personally making the decision to employ a proactive federal response,
including with Title X forces.38
The federal government should employ Title X forces in DSCA missions only until
the state(s) may resume primacy for the disaster response. The federal government has
immense resources that can greatly assist states in disaster response; however, as per
the legal foundation of the X Amendment, the state(s) retain primacy for disaster
response. The state primacy is important because the American disaster response
culture holds that local governments best know the requirements and intricacies of
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disaster response in their jurisdictions. Thus, in the rare instances when the federal
government proactively responds to disasters with Title X forces, the federal
government should seek to respond only “until State and local authorities are
reconstituted.”39
For example, after President Kennedy federalized the Alabama National Guard in
1963 to enforce integration at the University of Alabama, the United States returned
control of the Alabama National Guard when the state reached two key milestones.
Governor George Wallace acceded support to U.S. laws (the original impetus for the
confrontation with U.S. authorities), and the local police demonstrated they were able to
provide security to the population. In other words, the state and local civilian institutions
were able to operate as intended and as the American public requires. The United
States returned the Alabama National Guard forces to state control slowly over time as
the situation stabilized, rather than in a single instance.40 This example demonstrates
that the federal government should employ Title X forces in DSCA missions until the
state may resume primacy for the disaster response.
These three principles should inform any federal decision to employ Title X
forces in DSCA missions. The federal response should be without political motive, the
result of a deliberate decision-making process, and returned to state primacy as soon
as practicable. Additionally, the federal government should consider the characteristics
of the disaster.
Characteristics
Popular culture and Hollywood are full of storylines that involve the military taking
the lead in responding to a near cataclysmic disaster. The average American could
easily think of a most dire disaster (e.g., “…a nuclear incident or multiple simultaneous
14

terrorist attacks causing a breakdown in civil society…”) when the American public
would expect the military to respond proactively to a disaster.41 However,
acknowledging the possible need for a federal proactive response is different from
identifying the exact circumstances meriting this proactive response. In the interest of
heeding the intent of state sovereignty and response primacy, the federal government
should confine any proactive response with Title X forces to unique disasters fitting
eight specific characteristics. While all of these eight disaster characteristics apply to the
decision-making framework for the employment of Title X forces in DSCA operations,
several of these disaster characteristics would be generally applicable to all federal
government agencies.
First, to merit a proactive federal response with Title X forces, a disaster should
be natural or manmade, but not a civil disturbance. Current public law defines major
disasters as a natural catastrophe or manmade event that causes severe damage. 42
When Title X forces respond to a natural or manmade disaster, this presents a mental
image of the military protecting the Nation or fighting against the disaster; the overall
effect is reassuring. In contrast, when Title X forces respond to civil disturbances, this
may generate emotions associated with oppression and martial law. This is consistent
with the lingering fear of some Americans that the military may assume power within the
United States, particularly in a time of crisis or distress.43 While the U.S. military has
responded (even proactively) in riots or civil disturbances in the past, these incidents
were usually at the request of state or local authorities, after the local and state
resources had been exhausted.44 Thus, a natural or man-made disaster, but not a civil
disturbance, should typify a federal proactive response with Title X forces.
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Second, only disasters rising to the level of what the Department of Defense
refers to as a “complex catastrophe” should warrant a federal proactive response with
Title X forces. Regardless of the original source of a disaster (storm, flood, disease,
cyberattack, etc.), a complex catastrophe does not affect a single dimension of society.
Rather, a complex catastrophe “causes cascading failures of multiple, interdependent,
critical life-sustaining infrastructure, in which disruption of one infrastructure component
(such as the electric power grid) disrupts other infrastructure components (such as
transportation and communications).”45 A complex catastrophe can: result in myriad
casualties, evacuees, and homeless; and affect the “infrastructure, environment,
economy, national morale, or government functions.”46 Clearly, a disaster of this scope
and character requires incredible resources, organizational structures, and
responsiveness. Only the U.S. military has the combination of these capabilities to
respond to complex catastrophes. As President George W. Bush summarized for the
Nation shortly after Hurricane Katrina, “It is now clear that a challenge on this scale
requires greater federal authority and a broader role for the armed forces — the
institution of our government most capable of massive logistical operations on a
moment’s notice.”47 Thus, a disaster should be a complex catastrophe to merit a federal
proactive response with Title X forces.
Third, multi-state disasters or disasters that cross, or could be expected to cross
a national border, should merit a federal proactive response. A disaster reaching across
state or national borders would require a larger response and coordination of resources
across states. Recent experience during the 2016 Cascadia Rising exercise, a nationallevel emergency response exercise involving three states and Canada, (and
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corroborated by experience from Hurricane Katrina in 2005) highlighted the challenges
of disasters striking across state lines. “A massive response will be required. The scale
of damage to critical infrastructure that would be caused by a full rip of the entire fault
line would be massive and affect millions of people from the coast through the I-5
corridor to the Cascades from British Columbia to Northern California.”48 The 2016
Cascadia Rising exercise, a similar 2011 New Madrid Seismic Zone exercise, and
Hurricane Katrina in 2005, all multi-state disasters, came to the same conclusion that
the federal government should proactively respond.49 Thus, a multi-state or cross-border
disaster should merit consideration for a proactive federal response.
Fourth, the immediacy of the response required may merit a proactive federal
response to a disaster. As the United States learned from Hurricane Katrina, the federal
government cannot always wait for a state request for support to respond. “Federal
support must be provided in a timely manner to save lives, prevent human suffering,
and mitigate severe damage. This may require mobilizing and deploying assets before
they are requested via normal [NRF] protocols.”50 The chaos, uncertainty, and
communications challenges following a disaster could complicate obtaining a timely
assessment of conditions to determine whether the state(s) requires federal assistance.
Thus, the President, balancing the immediacy and lack of assessment, will likely feel
obligated to make a decision to commit the federal government to a proactive
response.51
Fifth, the nature of the disaster may be such that the state does not have the
capability to respond. The disaster response may require unique capabilities, whether
technology, expertise, equipment, organizations, etc., which the state does not possess
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or is not able to obtain from neighboring states. Further, a disaster may involve “a
subject area for which…the United States can exercise exclusive or preeminent
responsibility and authority.”52 For example, in a possible chemical, biological,
radiological, nuclear, or high-yield explosive (CBRNE)-related event, the federal
government has unique capabilities that are not resident within states. The President
may act in the Nation’s best interest, given that the state likely does not retain the same
CBRNE capabilities as the federal government.53 In another example, the 2016
Cascadia Rising exercise demonstrated this state and local government capability gap
in responding to an earthquake. “The emergency management community lacked the
capabilities and resources to respond to the [Cascadia Subduction Zone] scenario.” 54
Thus, the federal government may be required to respond proactively when states do
not have the capability to respond.
Sixth, even when a state does have the capability to respond, a disaster may
exceed the state’s capacity to respond, requiring the federal government to respond.
When a state does have the capability to respond to a disaster, the state is likely to
request federal assistance to increase response capacity, so that the federal
government is not undertaking a proactive response. However, the President may be
required to make a determination that the state capacity is clearly overwhelmed and
initiate a federal response independent of a state request. During Hurricane Katrina,
while the State of Louisiana possessed the capability to deliver supplies and evacuate
people, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) delivered food & water as
well as evacuated hospitals. These tasks were “not requested by the state, but FEMA
responded proactively because the situation demanded immediate action.”55 Both of
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these FEMA actions in Katrina represented immediate action taken, but not with lifesaving urgency. In the instance of a disaster of significant magnitude, the federal
government may see the ability to meet a need and the absence of state capacity to
meet the need, thus leading to a proactive federal response.
Seventh, a state may be incapable of requesting federal assistance, thus
requiring a federal proactive response to a disaster. While not common, state leadership
may be unable to issue a support request due to being involved in the disaster or
effectively out of communication.56 In both Hurricane Katrina and the 2016 Cascadia
Rising exercise, state and local authorities were physically unable to communicate with
each other or effectively coordinate a response.57 When a state is “incapacitated, the
federal government must be prepared to respond proactively…or even help reconstitute
critical state and local emergency management and response structures.” 58
Finally, a disaster may place national interests or security at risk, requiring the
federal government to undertake a proactive federal response.59 A disaster may have
“significant nationwide impacts over a prolonged period of time” or “significantly interrupt
government operations and emergency services to such an extent that national security
could be threatened.”60 While not routine in U.S. history, it is not difficult to imagine a
disaster affecting the Nation’s ability to deploy a military force outside the United States
or causing protracted impacts to a particular sector of the U.S. economy. In such
instances that threaten national interests or security, the federal government would
likely undertake proactive disaster response operations, likely including Title X forces.
Disasters of many types and scales will continue to strike the United States. In
determining the need for a federal response, the federal government should evaluate
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the anticipated response in light of these eight characteristics of disasters meriting a
proactive federal response with Title X forces. These eight characteristics, taken
together with the preceding three principles, form a decision-making framework for the
federal government when considering the employment Title X forces in DSCA missions
absent a state request for federal assistance.
Implications for States
Even by employing the above decision-making framework, states will experience
several effects from federal decisions to employ Title X forces in DSCA missions without
a state request. The federal government should consider and prepare for these
additional implications now before the next disaster strikes.
If the federal government employs Title X forces absent a state request, states
may feel this an infringement upon their sovereignty established in the U.S.
Constitution, as previously described by the Council of State Governments above.61
States could come to assume that federal proactive disaster response could become a
regular occurrence, with state primacy either ignored or countermanded. Accordingly,
the federal government should seek to reassure states of their disaster response
primacy. Three mechanisms provide that reassurance to states. The above decisionmaking framework helps establish those instances where federal government would be
better suited to respond to a disaster, but still assumes that states should have primacy
for disaster response as a default policy. In addition, both the U.S. Congress (for
example, with the House Select Bipartisan Committee’s Hurricane Katrina investigation)
and the U.S. Courts ( e.g., McWaters v. FEMA) have proven willing and able to hold the
federal executive branch accountable for actions involving disaster response.62 Further,
governors should not doubt their influence upon Congress to effect legislative change,
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as illustrated above with the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2008
example.63 Thus, if the federal government abides by an established decision-making
process (using the above suggested framework, for instance), states need not fear the
erosion of their general sovereignty or their primacy in disaster response.
While disasters are never occasions for counting pennies, states are very aware
of the requirement to cost-share most federal assistance in disaster response. Under
the Stafford Act, states are liable to pay up to 25% of federal essential assistance,
repair, restoration, and replacement of damaged facilities, and debris removal after a
Presidential disaster declaration. The President may adjust the cost share, with FEMA
typically recommending 100% federal funding for the initial (often 72 hours) response
following a disaster.64 However, the above cost shares assume that a state requests
federal disaster response assistance. In the instance where the federal government
provides a proactive response, whether with Title X forces or other agencies, the state
should not be financially liable for federal operations that the state does not request.
Thus, the federal government should consider 100% federal funding for those proactive
disaster response actions until the state is able to resume primacy in disaster response.
However, with the contentious nature of disaster assistance funding burdens and
Congress’ recent increased propensity for adjusting those funding responsibilities, the
topic of cost shares for federal proactive disaster response merits a further, separate
analysis.65
Even when a state is incapable of requesting federal disaster response support,
states remain sovereign, with their governors retaining executive power within the
states. However, retaining executive power is almost meaningless when a governor is
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not even aware of major federal operations within his or her state. To acknowledge
state sovereignty, the federal government should notify the state, Congress, and the
American public of any federal proactive disaster response assistance. The President
should make this notification without delaying the federal response, but should not omit
the notification in the interest of expediency.66 Clearly communicating federal intent for a
proactive disaster response will assist in affirming state sovereignty.
Finally, when the federal government does pursue a proactive Title X disaster
response, the federal and state responses must still maintain unity of effort to reduce
redundancy and ensure efficient resource allocation. Two possible organizational
concepts may assist in achieving unity of command. The U.S. Northern Command may
establish a joint task force for Title X forces, as during Hurricane Katrina response.67 In
addition, the DoD and state(s) may consider employing a dual status commander, as
during the 2011 New Madrid Seismic Zone national-level exercise.68 The DoD may even
consider employing these two organization concepts in conjunction in the future.
However, the best organizational construct to ensure unity of effort is a very complex
issue and merits separate evaluation and analysis.
Conclusion
As described in the legal foundational review, the U.S. Constitution describes
state sovereignty and primacy in responding to disasters. However, the 2006 PostKatrina Emergency Reform Act grants the federal government broad authority to
respond to disasters. Balancing state sovereignty with the new federal authority granted
in the 2006 Post-Katrina Emergency Reform Act is neither simple nor easy, as many
historical examples described here suggest. However, the proposed decision-making
framework allows the federal government to evaluate disasters for when to provide
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proactively federal disaster response assistance with Title X forces. The decisionmaking framework’s three principles (respond without political motive; respond after a
deliberate decision-making process; and return to state primacy as soon as possible),
combined with the eight disaster characteristics (a natural or manmade disaster, not a
civil disturbance; a complex catastrophe; multi-state or cross border disasters; response
immediacy; lack of state capability; lack of state capacity; state incapable of requesting
support; and national interests or security at risk) will allow the federal government to
appropriately respond to disasters proactively with Title X forces.
Using the described decision-making framework, the federal government would
have assessed that Hurricane Katrina was indeed a multi-state, complex catastrophe,
with the state’s capacity to respond quickly overwhelmed and with impacts to the
national economy (prolonged disruption to New Orleans would constrict commerce on
the entire Mississippi River). Thus, the federal government may have more quickly
employed Title X forces without awaiting state requests for support. This would not have
changed the overall level of devastation and property loss, the preparedness of local
and state authorities, or the failure of the population to evacuate. However, Title X
forces arriving earlier could have reduced the human suffering experienced on a broad
scale and quite possibly reduced the loss of American lives from Hurricane Katrina. Had
the federal government employed the proposed decision-making framework following
Hurricane Katrina, the United States may have better balanced the states’ sovereignty
and primacy in disaster response with the federal ability to respond.
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